Research some video games you would like to play on your PC for the bare minimum requirements you'll need for them to work. I chose Fallout 4 and Sims 4.
Also week #1

Realize that all the stores around you don't carry what you need, so you order online.
Week #2

Finally get your money to get those lovely computer parts, thanks Grip Tape!
Finally finish building you're computer virtually after having to rebuild it from an Intel to an AMD based computer and set your order! I found out what the numbers behind the DDR(2,3, or 4) meant. It's the speed.
Week #3

Two parts are here, more coming in two days expected!
Tripped up on the front bus cables but turned out that it's just reading what goes where.
Same Day

Built the computer and found out that I needed to become familiar with the parts to be confidant with handling them. If I was shaky, I would only make more mistakes like not putting the RAM in the slots all the way. They are more durable than I initially thought.
The final product was a success. Everything is working great and orderly! I am able to run everything I need to and with ease.